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Second graders will continue their work understanding the way our number system works using place 
values of ones, tens, hundreds, etc. They'll recognize that the 3 in the number 357 represents 3 hundreds 
rather than “just being a three” and that 12 tens is the same as 1 hundred and 2 tens.  Later this will make it 
clear that adding two hundred to 357 is just a matter of adding 2 to the 3 in the hundreds place.  
 
Kids will work on skip counting by various numbers including tens and hundreds both to increase skill for 
addition and subtraction using these place values but also as a foundation for multiplication.  
 
While second graders will continue to use many different strategies for adding and subtracting, they use 
their 
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Bundling and Unbundling. 
https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/illustrations/144 
 
Make true equations. Write one number in every space. Draw a picture if it helps. 

a. 1 hundred + 4 tens = ______   ; 4 tens + 1 hundred = ______ 
b. 14 tens = 10 tens + _____ tens  ;  14 tens = _____ hundred + 4 tens;  14 tens = _____ ones 
c. 7 ones + 5 hundreds = ______ 
d. 8 hundreds = ______ 
e. 106 = 1 hundred + _____tens + _____ones  ;   106 = _____tens + _____ones   ;        

106 = _____ones 
f. 90 + 300 + 4 = ______ 

Commentary 

Students determine the number of hundreds, tens and ones that are necessary to write 
equations when some digits are provided. Student must, in some cases, decompose hundreds 
to tens and tens to ones. The order of the summands does not always correspond to the place 
value, making these problems less routine than they might  

Solutions 

a. 140, 140.  The first problem asks for the same number (140) in different ways. This emphasizes 
that order doesn’t matter in addition – yet order is everything when using place-value 
notation.  

b. 14 tens = 10 tens + 4 tens  14 tens = 1 hundred+4 tens  14 tens = 140.  In this problem, the base‐


